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KANSAS NATURAL RESOURCE COALITION
C/O Logan County, Kansas Clerk
710 West 2nd Street
Oakley, KS 67748-1233
Phone: 620-214-9913

Shawn Tasset, President
Ford County

Steering Committee Commissioners
Jim Rice, VP
Teresa Harder
Marsha Ewy
Seward County
Morton County
Hodgeman County

Vic Bielser
Sheridan County

October 29, 2015
Mr. Richard A. Fields
Acting Field Manager
Oklahoma Field Office
Bureau of Land Management
7906 East 33rd Street, Suite 101
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145
Mr. Laurence Levesque
Planning & Environmental Coordinator
Oklahoma Field Office
Bureau of Land Management
7906 East 33rd, St., Ste. 101
Tulsa, OK 74145

Re: Response to BLM’s NOI to Prepare a Resource Management Plan and an Environmental
Impact Statement; review of NEPA, FLPMA and CEQ Procedural Mandates against the
current Scoping Process, and justification for a No Action Alternative; Planning Criteria
and Planning Issues for Inclusion in the reinitiated Scoping Process.
Via: electronic mail at blm_nm_okt_rmp@blm.gov and facsimile at (918) 621-4130.
Dear Messrs. Fields and Levesque:
This correspondence outlines Kansas Natural Resource Coalition (KNRC) member-Boards of
County Commissioners’ response to Bureau of Land Management’s (BLMs) Notice of Intent (NOI)
for revision and consolidation of its Resource Management Plan (RMP) and preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The NEPA Scoping process BLM has been using to date is flawed, shutting out participation and
crucial information available from local governments, and as a result it needs to be reinitiated.
These comments were prepared following review of BLM and BIA planning memoranda, documents
from the public record and meetings, proposed legislation, knowledge of RMP revisions being
undertaken in other parts of the Country, and relevant case law involving BLM. As such, our
position reflects deep understanding of the Federal Land Management Policy Act 1 (FLPMA), the
National Environmental Policy Act 2 (NEPA), regulations from the Council on Environmental
Quality 3 (CEQ), and minimum requirements for preparation of RMPs.
Because the NEPA, FLPMA, CEQ and Executive-Order mandates are the law behind administrative
processes, they are the basis of the RMP process, superseding administrative policy, agency guidance
or discretionary decisions staff at the Field-Office may make.

1

43 USC 1712 (c)
42 USC §§4321 - 4347
3 40 CFR §§1500-1508
2
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All technical, policy and study documents utilized for the RMP/EIS scoping process must include
timely, accurate, measurable, reproducible and readily-available scientific data and standards4 drawn
from objective, peer-reviewed, publically-noticed documents and sources. For those documents
considered to be “influential” in nature - such as information, studies or data used for RMPs - the
federal standards required by the Data Quality Act are even higher. If BLM/BIA desires to
incorporate the June, 2015 Management Analysis for the Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas EIS, BLM
RMP and Bureau of Indian Affairs Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP), 5 that document
must be subject to an independent peer-review and have been placed out for public comment.
Similarly, because of the far-reaching NEPA and FLMPA implications, any quantitatively-based
landscape-area procedures, such as those referenced to BLMs H-8410-1 Manual, must have
undergone a rigorous scientific and 3rd party review prior to use in NEPA and EIS scoping process.
The public record contains no evidence the IRMP or H-8410-1 Manual have been peer-reviewed or
placed out for public comment, a requirement for documents used in NEPA Major Federal Actions.
Congress was specific with its intent that the NEPA EIS and FLPMA process be conducted with
locally-elected County Commissions, and BLM is responsible to remain apprised of and align
scoping activities consistent with local plans - including recent consolidation of BIAs estate in
Richardson County, Nebraska. 6 For over 16 months KNRC has explicitly documented our intent to
exercise our NEPA and FLMPA prerogatives 7 to Coordinate land-use planning in keeping with the
FLMPA doctrine of multiple-use and the NEPA requirement to balance Human and Natural
Environments:
“The Congress......declares it is the continuing policy of the Federal Government, in
cooperation with State and Local Governments……. to use all practical means and
measures.....to create and maintain conditions where man and nature can exist
together in productive harmony and fulfill the social, economic and other
requirements for present and future generations of Americans.” 8
For BLMs part, your agency has dismissed every request we have made, issue we have raised, concern we
have levied and correspondence we have provided.
The public record indicates BLM has not solicited, inventoried, accounted-for or kept apprized of any
individual County Plan from the 4-state, 437-County planning area, nor has your agency responded to
specific calls 9 (Attachment 1) from 19 Kansas Counties requiring BLM to Coordinate its RMP activities
with local, land-use planning efforts:
“The Secretary [of Interior]…..shall coordinate……the land use inventory, planning, and
management activities of or for such lands with the land use planning and management
programs of other Federal departments and agencies and of the States and local
governments within which the lands are located…….In implementing this directive, the
Secretary shall………keep apprised of State, local, and tribal land use plans; assure that
consideration is given to those State, local, and tribal plans that are germane in the
development of land use plans for public lands; assist in resolving, to the extent practical,
inconsistencies between Federal and non-Federal Government plans, and shall provide for
meaningful public involvement of State and local government officials, both elected and
appointed…….”

4

Data Quality Act (Information Quality Act). Section 515(a) 3504(d)(1); 3516. 66 FR 34489
Final Analysis of the Management Situation (AMS) for the Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas Environmental Impact Statement BLM
Resource Management Plan and Bureau of Indian Affairs Integrated Resource Management Plan. Prepared by USDOI BLM Oklahoma
& Amarillo Field Offices and BIA Southern Plains & Eastern Oklahoma Regions.
6 43 USC §1712(c)(9).
7 40 CFR §1508.12. Definition of Local Governments as qualifying as Federal Agencies.
8 42 USC §4331 (a). NEPA Statutory Policies and Goals.
9
Correspondence. Coordination with exiting Resource Management Plan, (Ford County). April 07, 2014.
5
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This situation warrants an immediate response, acquisition and review of county land-use plans, and
re-initiation of the NEPA scoping process such that local government may reasonably participate.
In its July 26, 2013 Federal Register Notice of Intent (NOI) 10, BLM announced it would “consult with
Indian tribes on a government-to-government basis in accordance with Executive Order 13175 and other
policies.” In publishing the NOI, the Secretary of the Department of Interior failed to acknowledge
Federal mandates requiring BLM to Coordinate its RMP activities with local Boards of County
Commissioners - local governments who enjoy the same government-to-government consultation
privileges as the tribes. 11 In contrast to federal mandates, 19 Kansas Boards of County Commissioners
(BOCC) representing the western geographic third of Kansas were not notified of the RMP scoping
process until more than 45 days after the published deadline of the extended scoping comment period 12
(Attachment 2).
On several occasions KNRC alerted BLM of the notification deficits, requesting reopening of the NEPA
Scoping process - overtures that have flagrantly been dismissed by your agency.
BLMs failure to appropriately notify local government 13 and its refusal to reopen the NEPA Scoping
process is systematically disenfranchising Kansas counties who wish to meaningfully participate in the
NEPA process. It is noteworthy that on several occasions judicial review has required BLM to repeat the
NEPA process or abandon initiatives altogether, this because the agency dismissed legitimate
Coordination requests by local counties to place information into the public record. 14 (Attachment 3).
Beginning on March 31, 2014, 19 KNRC BOCCs 15 individually invoked their right to consultation
through the process of government-to-government coordination. Through correspondence and conference
calls KNRC requested BLM to provide rationale for consolidation of the 3 State RMPs in one Plan.
Specifically, BLM has not addressed the future, State-boundary geopolitical legal conflicts that will result
by increasing the planning area to a multi-state, regional zone. The boundary issue needs to be resolved
by BLM, State and local governments well before the EIS process begins, as otherwise it will resurface
during the mandated, Governors’ 60-Day Consistency Review Period.
On May 9, 2014, KNRC submitted Planning Criteria and Planning Issues for inclusion in the NEPA
Scoping and EIS Process. 16 (Attachment 4) Planning Criteria are Statutes, Standards, Rules and
Measures that guide the selection of alternatives during the RMP process; for their part, Planning Issues
are those items that could result in public land use conflicts, problems or opportunities, and identification
of those issues early can avoid conflicts later in the process. The Planning Criteria are reasonable,
appropriate for the KNRC region, and necessary for balanced consideration during the NEPA/EIS
process.
In response to KNRCs request for the Issues/Criteria to be included in Scoping documents, BLM has
substantively ignored KNRCs Planning Criteria and Planning Issues, this despite May 16, 2014
assurances by Laurence Levesque that they would be included in the Scoping documents.
The Planning Criteria and Planning Issues are:
10

Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 144 / Friday, July 26, 2013 / Notices – Pages 45266-45268 – Notice of Intent To Prepare a Resource
Management Plan for the Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas Planning Area and an Associated Environmental Impact Statement
11 Executive Orders 12372 and 13352
12 The Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas Joint EIS BLM RMP/ BIA IRMP Newsletter, Issue 2, October 2015, p. 2
13 Ibid. Ford County (1 of 19 counties) Correspondence. Response to March 14, 2014 BLM notification, invoking Coordination Process
14 Re: Yount v. Salazar. US District Court for the District of Arizona, Lead Case No. CV11-8171-PCT DGC. January 8, 2013. pps 45-47
15 Ibid. Ford County (1 of 19 counties) Correspondence. Response to March 14, 2014 BLM notification, invoking Coordination Process
16
Correspondence. S. Tryon – KNRC Planning Issues and Criteria 050914
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PLANNING ISSUES
• What benefits or impacts to communities, economies or the tax base could be realized if access to
mineral resources is increased, restricted or changed as part of RMP revisions?
• If environmental mitigation, management actions, best management practices, or other requirements
are imposed on public lands beyond the existing Kansas RMP, what additional cost implications or
quantifiable benefits may be expected to local towns, communities, landholders and industry?
• What direct or indirect affects to local communities, the tax base, culture and/or customs could result
from withdrawal or changes in management of split-estate mineral leases and lands?
• What diminution or increase in adjacent or regional property values could result from imposition of
buffer zones, visual viewsheds, conservation easements, or heritage/cultural area restrictions?
• What matrices are in place or will be developed to compare the impact of alternatives such that
competing human and environmental decisions can be effectively compared for decisionmaking?
• How can the impacts of proposed RMP changes in public land management actions, mineral-lease
modifications and/or new environmental restrictions be effectively evaluated such that the changes to
beef supply chain, ranching, agriculture and associated impacts to migrant workers, Hispanics and
disadvantaged populations can be clearly understood?

PLANNING CRITERIA:
Specific, appropriate Planning Criteria for the EIS and alternative-generation process include:
a) EO 12630 - Governmental Actions and Interference with Constitutionally Protected Property
Rights;
b) EO 12866 - Regulatory Planning and Review;
c) EOs 12898 and 12250 - Environmental Justice and Minority Populations;
d) 2 USC §1501: Unfunded Mandates Act;
e) Section 515 of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2001 - Data Quality Act;
f) EO 13352 - Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation;
g) EOs 12372 and 13575 - Intergovernmental Coordination with State and Local Governments;
White House Rural Council;
h) 5 USC §§ 601-612 Regulatory Flexibility Act;
i) EO 12291 - Agency Accountability; Duplication Assessment; Cost/Benefit Analysis;
j) 40 CFR §1508.8 - Effects;
k) 40 CFR §1508.27(7) - Evaluation of Significant and Cumulative Effects of Actions on Human
Environments;
l) 43 CFR §1610 - Resource Management Planning:
• 1610.3-1 Coordination
• 1610.3-2 Consistency Requirements
• 1610.4-1 Identification of Issues
• 1610.4-2 Development of Planning Criteria
• 1610.4-3 Inventory Data and Information
• 1610.4-4 Analysis of Management Situations
• 1610.4-5 Formulation of Alternatives
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The flawed Scoping process, significant notification oversights, lack of attention to local, land-use
planning - along with a general unwillingness by BLM to include 19 local Kansas governments - is
reflective of a non-understanding of the Federal NEPA and FLMPA requirements. Similarly, the
Secretary of Interior’s decision not to hold “On the Record” meetings during the RMP/EIS process,
instead opting to hold informal “Workshops” in Wichita, Kansas on February 3, 2015 and October 15,
2015, Norman, Oklahoma on February 4, 2015 and October 14, 2015, and Fort Worth, Texas on February
5, 2015 and October 13, 2015, does not provide certainty, clarity or transparency as to what information
will be included as part of the public record.
Other problems and questions with Scoping processes exist, requiring re-initiation of the Scoping process:
1) For purposes of the RMP revision, the 1991 KANSAS Resource Management Plan and
administrative Record of Decision17 is the Baseline document from which all alternative(s) are to
be assessed, issues gauged, and changes are to be weighed, evaluated and quantified. Any
Planning Criteria or Planning Issues contemplated beyond the 1991 RMP represents a scope
change that must - during the EIS process - be separately called out and screened in the EIS.
2) In February, 2013 the BLM-managed Planning area was cited to be 4,184,900 acres, as to where
in October, 2015 that area had increased to 4,821,200 acres; for BIA administered land, the
proposed area increased from 860,200 acres to [a whopping] 2,646,200 acres. 18 (Attachment 5)
Those local governments occupying the planning areas proposed for addition were not afforded
the opportunity to participate in the NEPA Scoping process, nor have precise, professionally
land-surveyed maps of the complete, proposed planning area been made available.
3) The Policy Statement in Executive Order 13563 19 requires the Department of Interior to include
consideration of Climate Change during preparation of the RMP and EIS. Many problems exist
with the purported data supporting Climate Change, including known conflicts with the first
Amendment of the US Constitution that the Government is prohibited from establishing religion.
To that end, all studies, data and/or management policies proposed for inclusion in the RMP/EIS
process must be consistent with the accuracy, measurable, reproducible and readily-available
scientific standards required by the Data Quality Act.
The aforementioned items not withstanding, KNRC respectfully requests BLM to reinitiate the Scoping
process consistent with NEPA, FLPMA and the Data Quality Act.
We look forward to coordinating and consulting with BLM throughout the land-use plan review and EIS
process.
Regards,
Shawn D. Tasset
KNRC President/Ford County Commissioner
Sally Jewell, Sec. DOI
Neil Kornze, Dir. BLM
Steven Ellis, Deputy Dir. Of Operations
Linda Lance, Act. Deputy Dir. Programs
Mike Nedd, Asst. Dir. Minerals/Realty Mgt
Christy Goldfuss CEQ Chair
Hilary Tompkins, Solicitor of the Interior
Kevin Washburn, Asst. Sec. Indian Affairs
Jack Stevens, Act. Dir. Office IEED

17

Stephen Manydeeds, Div. Chief Energy & Mineral
Dan Deerinwater, Regional Dir. So. Plains BIA
Eddie Streater, Regional Dir. E. OK BIA
Governor Sam Brownback
US Congressman Tim Huelskamp
US Senator Pat Roberts
US Senator Jerry Moran
KS Sen. L. Powell, 39th Dist. Chair - Chair Natural Resource Cmte
KNRC Member Boards of County Commissioners

Record of Decision and Approved Resource Management Plan. Larry Woodard, State Director. New Mexico State Office Sept. 1991.
BLM/BIA Presentation RMP overview – Joint EIS/BLM RMP Decision Areas Slides – 2_3_15 (slide 6) & 10_15_15 (slide 7)
19 Executive Order 13653: Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate Change. Barak Hussein Obama, November 1, 2013
18
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ATTACHMENT 1

ATTACHMENT 2
BLM did not notify KS County Commissions of the RMP revision process until after
MORE THAN 45 days AFTER the formal scoping period ended.

Public Involvement March 18, 2014 -

The formal scoping period began with publication of the notice of intent (NOI) in the Federal Register on July 26, 2013.
The NOI informed the public of the BLM and BIA’s intent to develop a joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP for the planning
area. It also identified the preliminary issues to be considered in the joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP process. A Notice
of Intent to Extend the Public Scoping Period was published in December 2013 (78 Federal Register 76318-76319,
December 17, 2013). This extended the formal scoping comment period to January 31, 2014, 190 days following
publication of the initial NOI. The formal scoping period ended on January 31, 2014; however, all written submissions
received on or before February 28, 2014, were evaluated and are documented in the joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP
scoping summary report, which is available on the project website at http://www.blm.gov/nm/oktrmp.
A total of 134 commenters submitted letters during the scoping period, excluding those who submitted form letters. 79.9
percent of commenters were from states in the OFO (Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas): 2.2 percent were from Kansas, 23.9
percent were from Oklahoma, and 53.7 percent were from Texas. Of the remaining submissions, 7.5 percent were from
commenters outside of those states and 12.7 percent did not indicate a geographic origin. In addition, some commenters
made multiple submissions, and some letters had more than one signatory; therefore, the total for commenters by
geographic area is not equal to the total letter submissions.
The BLM and BIA received 587 planning issue comments and categorized them into the 13 planning issue categories. Of the
comments received, the greatest percentage of comments pertained to recreation and other uses along the Red River
(26.6 percent) and energy development issues (25.2 percent). The remaining categories included public health and safety
(11.2 percent), fences and trespassing (8.7 percent), lands and realty (6.8 percent), fish and wildlife (6.6 percent),
socioeconomics (6.1 percent), climate change and future water needs (4.8 percent), access and transportation (2.0
percent), minerals and mining (0.9 percent), cultural and historic resources (0.5 percent), issues not addressed in current
RMPs (0.3 percent), and tribal interests (0.2 percent).
The public is formally invited and encouraged to participate in the planning process for the joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA
IRMP. Some ways you can participate are:

Attending one or more of the public alternatives workshops to learn about the project and planning process and to

meet BLM and BIA representatives;


Reviewing the progress of the joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP on-line at the project website at: http://www.blm.gov/

nm/oktrmp. The website will be updated with information, documents, and announcements throughout the joint EIS/
BLM RMP and BIA IRMP preparation;

Mailing or emailing a comment to the joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP address or email address (see below). A

comment form will be made available on the project website; and

Joining the mailing list in order to receive future mailings and information, by:
– E-mailing us at BLM_NM_OKT_RMP@blm.gov; or
– Contacting Laurence Levesque at (918) 621-4136.

The public will have additional opportunities to comment when the draft and final joint EIS/BLM RMP and BIA IRMP are
available.

Mark Your Calendar!
Upcoming Public Alternatives Workshops
Each workshop will include presentations with an overview of major decisions and allocations in the draft alternatives. The
public will have an opportunity to comment on draft alternatives during and after the workshops.
Texas Workshop
Tuesday, October 13, 2015
5:30-7:30 pm
Fort Worth Library Ella Mae Shamblee Branch
1062 Evans Ave.
Fort Worth, TX 76104

Oklahoma Workshop
Wednesday, October 14, 2015
5:30-7:30 pm
University of Oklahoma National Weather Center
120 David L Bored Blvd., Rm 1350
Norman, OK 73072

Kansas Workshop
Thursday, October 15, 2015
5:30-7:30 pm
Lionel D. Alford Branch Library
3447 S. Meridian Ave.
Wichita, KS 67217
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

8

Gregory Yount,
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Plaintiff,
v.
Ken Salazar, et al.,

12
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Defendants.
National Mining Association,

14
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v.
Ken Salazar, et al.,
Defendants
Northwest Mining Association,
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v.
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Defendants.
Quaterra Alaska Incorporated, et al.,
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Plaintiff
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(Lead case)

Plaintiff
v.
Ken Salazar, et al.,
Defendants.

No. CV12-8075 PCT DGC
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1

governments that are authorized to develop environmental standards.

42 U.S.C.

2

§ 4332(2)(C). Mohave County is authorized under state law to implement environmental

3

standards and to develop a comprehensive plan to conserve natural resources and

4

promote the “health, safety, convenience and general welfare of the public.” Doc. 72-2 at

5

5-6, ¶¶ 7-9.

6

decision interferes with its ability to carry out identified environmental objectives of its

7

state-authorized plan. These are interests that the procedural requirements of NEPA were

8

designed to protect. See, e.g., City of Davis, 521 F.2d at 672 (municipality entrusted

9

under state law with enforcing environmental standards and developing a general plan

10

had “municipal interests [that] fall within the scope of NEPA’s protections.”); Douglas

11

County, 48 F.3d 1495 (County that was authorized by state law to develop environmental

12

standards and had statutory right to comment on proposed federal action had “concrete,

13

plausible interests, within NEPA’s zone of concern for the environment” underlying its

14

asserted procedural interests.).

As discussed above, Mohave County has alleged that the withdrawal

15

Defendants argue that the Coalition is precluded from bringing NEPA claims

16

because it did not raise these issues during the NEPA process. Doc. 62 at 24. To

17

challenge agency action under NEPA, plaintiffs are required “to first raise their concerns

18

with the agency to allow the agency to give the issue meaningful consideration.” Am.

19

Indep. Mines, 733 F.Supp.2d. at 1267 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

20

The Coalition cites to the declaration of Buster Johnson, Chairman of the Mohave County

21

Board of Supervisors, stating that the BLM did not allow the local governments to submit

22

supplemental economic data about how the withdrawal would affect their communities,

23

the BLM disregarded Mohave County’s comprehensive plan, and the Secretary ignored

24

notices and invitations from Coalition members demanding coordination with them and

25

reconciliation of inconsistencies between the withdrawal and their local plans and

26

policies. Docs. 72 at 34; 72-2 at 9-10, Decl. of Buster Johnson, ¶¶ 21-23. These

27

allegations are sufficient at the pleading stage to show that the Coalition raised issues

28

within the zone of interests of NEPA during the NEPA process. The Coalition has shown
- 45 -
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1

that it satisfies the zone of interests test for purposes of NEPA prudential standing.

2

VI.

Standing to Assert Constitutional Claim.

3

Plaintiffs NMA, NEI, and NWMA claim that the withdrawal is unlawful because

4

§ 204(c)(1) of the FLPMA, which allows Congress to block any administrative

5

withdrawal of lands over 5,000 acres, is unconstitutional. Doc. *56, ¶¶ 97-107; Doc. *1,

6

¶¶ 127-145. Plaintiffs assert that this provision constitutes an impermissible legislative

7

veto because it allows Congress to act upon a concurrent resolution without presentment

8

to the president. See, e.g., Doc. *56, ¶ 99. They further assert that § 204(c)(1) is not

9

severable from § 204(c), which governs the Secretary’s ability to withdraw public lands,

10

because Congress would not have granted the Secretary authority to withdraw more than

11

5,000 acres without reserving for itself the authority to intervene. Id., ¶¶ 102-106. Thus,

12

they allege, the Secretary’s withdrawal decision, encompassing over one million acres of

13

public land, was made pursuant to an unconstitutional provision and should be set aside.

14

Id., ¶ 107.

15

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs do not have standing to make this constitutional

16

argument because the legislative veto at issue was not exercised in this case, Plaintiffs

17

cannot claim to have been harmed by it, and its exercise in any case would have

18

terminated rather than effectuated the withdrawal. Doc. *39 at 17. Defendants also

19

argue that the FLPMA’s severability clause would allow the court to sever the legislative

20

veto from the rest of § 204(c) without disturbing the Secretary’s actions under the

21

remainder of that provision. Id. at 18.

22

Plaintiffs have standing to assert their constitutional claim. They do not claim to

23

have been harmed by a legislative veto.

They claim to have been harmed by the

24

withdrawal of land under an unconstitutional law. If the withdrawal provision of the

25

FLPMA is found unconstitutional because it contains an impermissible legislative veto,

26

the withdrawal will have been ineffective and Plaintiffs’ claimed harms will be redressed.

27

Whether the legislative veto provision is severable, as Defendants argue, is a question to

28

be resolved on the merits and not at the pleading stage.
- 46 -
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1

VII.

Vane’s Voluntary Dismissal.

2

On December 26, 2012, Vane Minerals filed a notice of dismissal stating that it

3

had voluntarily dismissed its complaint, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

4

41(a)(1)(A)(1), in order to pursue a damages claim against the United States of America

5

in the United States Court of Federal Claims based on the same operative facts. Doc. 86.

6

Accordingly, Vane’s complaint in intervention will be dismissed without prejudice.

7

IT IS ORDERED:

8

1.

Defendants’ motions to dismiss Plaintiffs Gregory Yount (Doc. 33),

9

National Mining Association and Nuclear Energy Institute (Docs. 39 and 72, No. 3:12-

10

cv-08038), Northwest Mining Association (Doc. 27, No. 3:12-cv-08042), Quaterra

11

Alaska, Inc. and Quaterra Resources, Inc. (Doc. 62), and Vane Minerals (Doc. 68) are

12

denied with respect to Plaintiffs’ non-NEPA claims, and granted with respect to

13

Plaintiffs Northwest Mining Association’s, Quaterra’s, Vane’s, and Yount’s NEPA

14

claims.

15

2.

Defendants’ motion to dismiss the Arizona Utah Local Economic Coalition

16

on behalf of named member the Board of Supervisors, Mohave County (Doc. 62) is

17

denied.

18

3.

Vane Mineral’s complaint (Doc. 86) is dismissed without prejudice.

19

4.

The Court will address further scheduling issues in a separate order.

20

Dated this 8th day of January, 2013.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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ATTACHMENT 4

THE KANSAS NATURAL RESOURCE COALITION

May 9, 2014
Mr. Steven Tryon
United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Oklahoma Field Office
7906 E. 33rd Street, Suite 101
Tulsa, OK 74145
Re: Planning Criteria and Planning Issues for the Kansas Resource Management Plan Process
Dear Mr. Tryon:
The Kansas Natural Resource Coalition (KNRC) appreciates the opportunity to work with the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) to update the existing Resource Management Plan (RMP) for Kansas.
This work will include preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in accordance with
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
In preparation for the June 4 and 5, 2014 Scoping Meeting, KNRC is providing Planning Criteria and
Planning Issues for inclusion in the Scoping and EIS Process. As we know BLM understands,
Planning Criteria are Statutes, Standards, Rules and Measures that guide the selection of alternatives
for the RMP process; for their part, Planning Issues are those items that could result in public land
use conflicts, problems or opportunities, and identification of those issues early can avoid conflicts
later in the process.
KNRC member counties have identified seven resource priorities from our Natural Resource
Coordination Plan1 (NRCP) that could be affected by revisions proposed for the Kansas Resource
Management Plan. Because KNRC was first apprised of the RMP process on March 14, 2014, we
have not had opportunity for meaningful participation, and thus have requested an additional scoping
meeting - including publication in the Federal Register - such that Federal and BLM notification
requirements are appropriately met.2
For purposes of the RMP revision, KNRC views the current Kansas Resource Management Plan and
Record of Decision dated September, 1991 to be the guiding and baseline document from which all
alternative(s) are to be assessed, issues gauged, and changes are to be evaluated - and quantified. Any
planning criteria or planning issues for which scope changes are contemplated beyond the existing
RMP must be screened, and their impacts or benefits evaluated in accordance with the NEPA process
and Planning Criteria.
KNRC has identified, for inclusion in the RMP process, additional planning criteria and issues. The
planning issues and criteria are based upon the NEPA statutes, CEQ Regulations, Executive Orders
and are contained in the KNRC Natural Resource Coordination land use plan.

1
2

In the 04/23/14 Coordination Teleconference Number 1, and correspondence for
40 CFR 1501.7; 43 CFR 1610.2(e)
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Mr. Steven Tryon
Planning Criteria and Issues
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Planning Issues for Inclusion in the RMP process:


What benefits or impacts to communities, economies or the tax base could be realized if
access to mineral resources is increased, restricted or changed as part of RMP revisions?



If environmental mitigation, management actions, best management practices, or other
requirements are imposed on public lands beyond the existing Kansas RMP, what additional
cost implications or quantifiable benefits may be expected to local towns, communities,
landholders and industry?



What direct or indirect effects to local communities, the tax base, culture and/or customs
could result from withdrawal or changes in management of split-estate mineral leases and
lands?



What diminution or increase in adjacent or regional property values could result from
imposition of buffer zones, viewsheds, conservation easements, or heritage/cultural area
restrictions?



What matrices are in place or will be developed to compare the impact of alternatives such
that competing human and environmental decisions can be effectively compared for
decisionmaking?



How can the impacts of proposed RMP changes in public land management actions, minerallease modifications and/or new environmental restrictions be effectively evaluated such that
the changes to beef supply chain, ranching, agriculture and associated impacts to migrant
workers, Hispanics and disadvantaged populations can be clearly understood?

Planning Criteria for Inclusion in the RMP process:


The RMP we propose incorporate the elements of and are consistent with the Kansas Natural
Resource Coalition Coordination Plan, including:
a) EO 12630 - Governmental Actions and Interference with Constitutionally Protected
Property Rights;
b) EO 12866 - Regulatory Planning and Review;
c) EOs 12898 and 12250 - Environmental Justice and Minority Populations;
d) 2 USC §1501: Unfunded Mandates Act;
e) Section 515 of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2001 - Data Quality Act;
f) EO 13352 - Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation;
g) EOs 12372 and 13575 - Intergovernmental Coordination with State and Local
Governments; White House Rural Council;
h) 5 USC §§ 601-612 Regulatory Flexibility Act;
i) EO 12291 - Agency Accountability; Duplication Assessment; Cost/Benefit Analysis;
j) 40 CFR §1508.8 - Effects;
k) 40 CFR §1508.27(7) - Evaluation of Significant and Cumulative Effects of Actions
on Human Environments;
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l)

43 CFR §1610 - Resource Management Planning
 1610.3-1 Coordination
 1610.3-2 Consistency Requirements
 1610.4-1 Identification of Issues
 1610.4-2 Development of Planning Criteria
 1610.4-3 Inventory Data and Information
 1610.4-4 Analysis of Management Situations
 1610.4-5 Formulation of Alternatives

Fundamental Doctrines and Superseding National Policy:
 Doctrine of Multiple Use
 42 USC §4331(a) - “To create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of
present and future generations of Americans.”
 42 USC §4331(b) - “To use all practicable means, consistent with other essential
considerations of national policy, to improve and coordinate federal plans, functions and
programs, and resources to the end the nation may – (5) achieve balance between population
and resource use which permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of life’s
amenities.”
We look forward to working with BLM during this process:
Regards,
Ken J. Klemm
President
Kansas Natural Resource Coalition
c. Senator L. Powell, 39th District: Chair - Ks Senate NR Committee

Senator R. Ostermeyer, 40th District
S. Scwartz, 106th District: Chair - Ks. House Agriculture and NR Committee
K. Hoffman, 116th District: Vice Chair - Ks House Agriculture and NR Committee

2/4/2015

10_15_15 Presentation Slide
Joint EIS/BLM RMP
Purpose and Need
BLM

+ 636,300 acres >

To revise outdated plans:
 Kansas 1991 RMP
 Oklahoma 1994 RMP
 Texas 1996 RMP
 OK RMP Amendments


than 2_3_15 below













2004, 1996, 1994, 2014

TX RMP Amendment, 2000

To support future leasing and
permitting decisions



To include/update resource uses
and incorporate new data



Leasing and development of
Indian mineral interests will be
strengthened when addressed in
an EIS-level analysis
BIA EO & SP would sign separate
Indian EIS and Record of
Decisions

+1,786,200 acres >

Strengthens future leasing by BIA
or individual Tribes

than 2_3_15 below

Through tiering, strengthens
permitting by BLM for Indian and
Tribal mineral development

To allocate other resources not
included in original RMPs
February 2015

2_3_15 Presentation slide
Joint EIS/BLM RMP
Decision Area
BIA

BLM


4,184,900 acres of BLMadministered federal
mineral estate.



This includes:

 47,200 acres of BLMadministered surface lands
 Other agencies’ minerals that
the BLM administers
 Split estate land (private land
with federal mineral interests)
 Segregated Coal

864,100 acres of BIAadministered tribal and
allotted surface lands
860,200 acres of BIAadministered tribal and
allotted subsurface minerals
estate?

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS



BIA

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
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